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A large number of multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) models have evolved over 
the past decade. Thi field now seem to have reached a stage of maturity. However, the 
managerial community has not yet extensively adopted these models in solving practical 
decision problems. The present article focuses on integrating the MCDM models within 
the decision support system (DSS) framework to encourage greater use of these models. 
A DSS framework and the criteria used for the choice of a model is discussed. Based 
on the e criteria MCDM models generally used in the marketing field are evaluated. The 
possibility of using a mixture of MCDM models within the DSS framework is also 
explored. Following this, the role of the MCDM models in DSS is delineated. it is argued 
that. within the problem-solving process, the confluence of MCDM models and DSS 
play a vital role in developing high-quality solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
[n the context of problem solving which encompasses structured and semistructured 
problems, a decision support system (DSS) promises to be a significant advancement 
[5,51]. The effectiveness and success of DSS is accentuated in the following ways: 
(i) in DSS, attempts have been made to create convenient human interfaces; (ii) the 
u er is given control of the problem-solving process; and (iii) algorithms of various 
decision-making models are being incorporated into the system to aid effective decision 
making. Keen and Morton [26, pp. 57-58] describe DSS as "the key point, for a DSS 
is to support or enhance the manager's decision making ability." Thus, a DSS attempts 
to combine the use of models or analytic techniques with traditional data access and 
retrieval functions. The systems focus specifically on features that make them easy to 
u e by people unfamiliar with computers in an interactive mode. The essential features 
of a DSS are flexibility and usability [26]. 
The role of the models in DSS are to support the discovery of an adoptable plan 
of action, rather than to dictate what the decisions should be [2, 5]. Very often the 
recommendations generated by the model will be relevant only to a limited part of a 
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much larger problem. They may be subject to numerous modifications that are required 
by the consideration of other factors that could not be explicitly incorporated into the 
model. Thus a DSS should support interaction between the user and the modeling 
component of the system, allowswhich  the examination of intermediate results and 
accommodates subjective judgement during the problem-solving process. 
 
 
applications,As a result of theoretical developments and practical   multiple criteria 
decision making (MCDM) models are becoming more and more popular in the man­
decision-making focuses on inte­
j
agement  paradigm [9, 56, 60]. The present study   
grating MCDM models within the DSS framework to encourage greater use of these 
models. 
businessMultiple-criteria decision problems are prevalent in many   fields, including 
marketing, operations management, finance, accounting, etc. The reality of the man­
agement decision-making environment tends to be complex, ill-structured, difficult to 
formulate, and potentially the most rewarding. Because of this a model of any rea­
criteria, forcing the management (or decisionsonable richness will return to multiple 

maker) to incorporate a variety of criteria in evaluating alternatives.
 
On the plane of theoretical developments, the field of MCDM seems to be in a 
mature stage. However, the managerial community has not completely acknowledged 
its importance to decision-making processes which can benefit from the use of models 
enriched with multiple objectives. Some of the reasons for the lack of practical ap­
plications of these models may be 
(i)	 assumptionsthe underlying   used to derive  these models  might not comply with the reality 
mo t decisions in swhich managers make   
(ii)	 these  models are generally  made available through academic literature, which requires knowl­
edge  of sophisticated 	 mathematical techniques to utilize them in the busine"s fields 
(iii)	 an efficient and easy to use mechanism for providing the required human  input during  the 
process  isproblem-solving  not available. 
consensus 	 has been acknowledged. ZelenyA  to integrate MCDM  models and DSS  
us,[56, p. 472], for example, notes that a "DSS-MCDM marriage is already upon  , 
deci ionthe two participants provide a glimpse sat  making in the eighties and beyond." 
The confluence of MCDM-DSS creates a system that the decision makers can use for 
solving ill-structured problems with conflicting objectives. To  further strengthen the 
surge of interest in building an effective DSS, the utilization of MCDM models should 
be encouraged. Continuing  this line of thought and following Zeleny' ideas the 
present article  attempts  to address  the  following issues related to the development  of 
MCDM-DSS's.. 
s  , 
' 
I.		 useWhatt criteria can be employed  to evaluate  the  suitability of  the    of  a model in the DSS  
environment?  
2.		 Can  a singlei l  MCDM  model  or  a combination  of  MCDM  models (mixed  models)  be integrated  
framework, 	 these  characteri ticwithin  the DSS . and  to what extent can   models respond  to stithe   
of  DSS?  
3.		. What role  do  the  MCDM  models  seek  in DSS?  
used decisionsFor  this purpose,  the MCDM models  commonly   for marketing   i  have 
been  reviewed and an evaluation  of  these models  within the DSS framework is pre­
sented.  The  specific discussed  tate-of-the-art models generally  used  inmodels   are  s
marketing  decisions.  
A  DSS  framework  and the criteria  for the  choice  of  a  model  isi  discussed  in the  nextt 
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section. The  difficulties in using traditional single-criterion models within the DSS 
framework are also discussed, followed by the problem-solving framework within 
DSS. Section 3 presents a review of the MCDM models, followed by a discussion of 
the possibility of using mixed models within DSS. In Section 4, the role of MCDM 
models in building decision-support systems is examined. 
2. THE DSS FRAMEWORK 
DSS's can be viewed as computer-based systems that lie at the intersection of two 
major evolutionary trends-data processing, which deals with managing data, and 
management science, which offers decision models. The confluence of these two trends 
enables a decision maker to devise high-quality solutions to what are often partially 
formulated (or ill-structured) problems. 
Research in the area of DSS's often refers to the following reference criteria for 
judging the effectiveness and performance of the DSS [25, 26, 51]. 
I.	 A DSS should provide support for decision making, with emphasis on semistructured and 
unstructured decisions. 
2.	 It should provide a variety of control to the decision maker, who should be able to control 
direction of solution and should be able to provide intermediate control information. 
3.	 It should assist in all [501:phases of the decision-making process ]; and it should support 
decisions which are interdependent as well as those that are independent. 
4.	 It should be easy to use, which includes such characteristics as flexibility, user friendliness, 
requiring minimal user memory, error-tolerant, and nonthreatening. 
The implications of the above list are profound when an isomorphism between the 
DSS and MCDM  is considered. For the purpose of evaluating the use of MCDM 
models in the DSS framework, the criteria used for the choice of models in DSS is 
discussed here. 
Criteria for the Choice of a Model in DSS 
The modeling component of a DSS is the primary tool for supporting the design 
and choice phases of the problem-solving process. The activities generally supported 
by DSS are projection, deduction, analysis, creation of alternatives (suggestions), 
comparison of alternatives, optimization, and simulation. Some of these activities can 
best be supported by conceptual model building to be performed prior to the actual 
use of models. Landry, Pascot, and Briolat [31] define DSS problem as "a subjective 
representation conceived by a particular member of an organization when confronted 
with a reality which he perceives as unsatisfactory." They propose a design method­
ology which permits the operationalization of such a viewpoint. They also proposed 
a procedural framework of DSS which incorporates the whole problem-handling pro­
cess, and shows how different types of modeling techniques may be useful at different 
stages in the process. In DSS the support for the problem-solving process depends on 
the feedback and interaction between the user and the modeling component. This 
should allow the examination of intermediate results, the accommodation of subjective 
judgement during the problem-solving process, and modification of the objective func­
tions if the user's perception of the problem changes. 
Various criteria have been proposed for the choice of a model. Dyer and Mulvey 
[II] propose an evaluation scheme based on five criteria. These are performance, 
realismJcomplexity,/  computational costs, information requirements, and ease of use. 
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As a model becomes more approximate and sacrifices reality in order to gain infor­
mation and computational advantages, in general the model must be run more times 
in order to gain insights. Thus a successful use of the model requires it to be flexible 
and interactive. 
Barbosa and Hirko [2] specify some desirable features of a model used in DSS. 
They state that the structural changes in the problem occur as the user gains a better 
understanding of the problem variables and their interrelationships; this is because of 
the changing perception of the problem by the user. Thus the system should be able 
to accommodate the changing structure of the problem. Secondly, the system should 
be structured so that the user can utilize the subjective information during the solution 
generation phase. Another desirable feature of the system is to have rapid enough 
(i.e.,feedback i  information flow back to the user) to enhance the problem-solving 
process. If a large amount of information or a large number of interactions are required 
at each step of the process, then this feedback to the user will be impaired. Barbosa 
and Hirko [2] grouped the capabilities required of the model for use in DSS into the 
following four categories: 
(i) Control. The user should be given a spectrum of control. The control mechanism 
should allow the user to introduce subjective information as demanded by the problem­
solution process. 
(ii) Interface. The control parameters should be expressed in terms with which the 
user will be familiar. The user should have to think about only those parameters which 
relate directly to the problem-solving process. 
(iii) Flexibility. The algorithmic and manual operations should be interchangeable 
in the sense that the user can develop part of a solution via manual methods and then 
continue with the algorithm or vice versa. 
(iv) Feedback. The system should provide feedback essential for supporting human 
control of the process. The design process itself should make use of feedback. 
Difficulties in Using Traditionali  Models in DSS 
Traditionally models have been applied primarily to well-structured problems. In 
fact, one of the definitions of modeling activity is the conversion of ill-structured 
problems into well-structured problems. The view of traditional modeling can be 
depicted as 
......;.;In..;.;I..p""'u.;...t'u.;.. -t.~I__M_O_d_e_1_I Output.  
[51,The structure of the model is the center of attention. Sprague and Carlson  L, p. 
259] identified specific problems with model usage in DSS. Some of the relevant 
problems are 
1.L  The necessary input data or parameters are often not available or  are very difficult 
to generate. 
2. The output from the model is often difficult to use. Even if it is in report form, 
it is usually static, hard to manipulate, and seldom in action-compelling form. 
3. Generally, there is a minimum of interaction between the decision maker and 
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Figure 1. Deci ion problem solving using DSS. 
the model. Even if the model is run in an interactive environment, the interaction is 
ually supplying valuesu J limited to the nece sary data or parameter  and selecting certain 
options techniques assume that for execution or output format. Thus, these modeling  
there is nothing to support, discretionas they leave no   for the deci ion maker. 
Also, considering a cost, utility, etc.), a in the 0 ingle  objective function (profit,  
clas mathematical optimization uppose that the deci ion makers 's preferencesical i J , pre    
and values are both complete and definite at the beginning of the deci proceion s s.. 
Once the objective function is pecified, is no further demand on the deci ionthere   s  
maker's involvement. The decision  maker can then ay only ye or nos to the final 
outcome. The  solution of mathematical optimization is u ually furthers J unique and no b  
decision is Also the e models do not alloweffort on the part of the  maker  required. I 0 
parameters which cannot be repre ented explicitly in the model. Thus,consideration of  
these model emithe  tructured problems s are not really suitable for olving b type of 
which a deci ion upport ystem aim rn s at solving.s s 
 
decision
The portfolio of the   i  maker's criteria often includes more than one objective 
or goal. For example, the proces purchaseof deciding which automobile to   involves 
makes, importantly,not only the actual choice among currently available  , but, more  
mileage, projectedthe selection of the appropriate criteria of choice: price,     maintenance 
horsepower, resale appeal, etc. One  of thecosts, I' appearance, expected  value, overall  
used solve these multiple-criteria problems is to construct an aJl-encom­lapproaches  to i
passing objective function. This requires assumption makers'the  that deci ion ker  pref­
erences and tradeoff preciselycan be   measured and explicated. However, the decision 
preference coursemaker's s and tradeoffs may develop in the  of  the decision-making 
process and may depend on a given situation. Till proces ihi learning  s typically ac­
consecutive and specifications of one or more objectivecompanied by  modification  s. 
A properly de igned DSS can ea ily upport this kind of learning process.. 
Problem Solving Framework within DSS 
I a problem-solving framework within DSS. Thi extensioniFigure 1 repre anent    
of the traditional view of the model which incorporate additional required priorJ tep 
is This al 0 allowto input and after the output  generated.  for intermediate input during 
the model execution. This permit the user interaction and flexibility required for 
solving most emistructured decision problems..    
The  problem-definition isphase  both difficult and important. Thi identi­involves 
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fying the problem area,, locating the stakeholders,, generating the initial scenarios,, and 
specifying the relevant input information and the required output.. The  ambiguity  
surrounding the nature of the "problem" in the DSS context needs to be  eliminated.  
The problem does not come neatly packaged. One must determine  the nature  of  the  
problem before knowing how to solve the problem, otherwise  one risks committing  
the error of solving the wrong problem correctly. A good discussion  pertaining  to the  
problem definition in DSS may be found in [31]. 
Following this step, the user must develop suitable  plans for using the system to 
solve the problem. The requirements for this phase include (i) list all the assumptions,  
(ii) locate any missing information, (iii) list constraints, and (iv) prepare  equations  (if  
any). After this stage, the next step is to execute the model. During the  model execution  
intermediate results are displayed to the user and the user can  provide preferences  and  
tradeoff information to help deternline the search path. The next important  step  is to 
check the output. At this point, the user must ask  the following questions:  (i) are  the  
changes or  relax  
m
magnitudes of the results reasonable? (ii) is it necessary to make  
constraints? If the desired solution is achieved, the decision process ends;  otherwise  
the user must make changes or redefine the problem. 
Based on the above discussion of the desirable features of  a model for DSS use,  
the following set of criteria to evaluate the currently used MCDM  models  for marketing  
decisions has been identified. 
(l) Model Characteristics.1) Refers to how the values of  attributes are considered  
and combined in the model. This also indicates how the problem parameters  are  
generated. 
Availability(2)  of the Required Input. The models are evaluated  based  on the  
difficulty of generating the required input data. 
(3) Nature of the Output. The output characteristics of  the model refer  to type  and  
form of output provided by the model. 
(4) User Control and Flexibility. Refers to the amount of  control  and flexibility  
provided to the user in selecting and changing model parameter  values,  obtaining  
intermediate results, and selecting alternative paths. 
Availability A software implementation of the model in a  struc­(5) of packages. 
tured form helps significantly in the integration of the models in DSS. 
3. MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION MAKING MODELS  
The termt  multiple criteria isi  appliedli  tot  decisionsi i  involvingi l i  eitherit  multiplelti l  objectivesj ti  
or multiplelti l  criteriait i  or both.t . These problemsl  arisei  ini  many differenti t decisioni i  situations;it ti ; 
for example,l , ini  makingi  a decision,i i , one couldl  be concerned aboutt maximizingi i i  expectedt  
returns,t , minimizingi i i i  totalt t l cost,t, or maximizingi i i  revenues,, etc.t . In mostt cases,, theret  are  
structuralt t l relationshipsl ti i  among thet  objectivesj ti  and perhaps some  conflictli t among  them.t . 
Alsol  thet  tradeoffstr ff  betweent  thet  objectivesj ti  need tot  be considered.i r . Anothert r characteristicr t ri ti  
off theset  problemsr l  isi  thatt t thet  objectivesj ti  arer  apparentlyr tl  noncommensurable.r l . MCDM  
modelsl  helpl  thet  decisioni i  makerr ini  thist i  task.t . Mathematically,t ti ll , thet  MCDM  problemsr l  
can be representedr r t  as 
fix), ,!k(x)],max[fJCx), hex) ... f X  
~ = l, (1)subjects j t tot  g;(x);( )  0,, ii  II, ... ,m;, ; II  
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where x is an n-dimensional decision variable vector. The problem consists of n decision 
variables, m constraints, and k objectives. Any or all of the functions can be nonlinear. 
The ultimate goal of the MCDM methods is to find the most-preferred nondominated 
solution. To accomplish this, many methods for finding a complete nondominated 
solution set are developed. Usually it is extremely complex to measure the utility of 
all nondominated solutions, so, in the process of decision making, some preference 
information from the decision maker is required. The type of information and when 
it is given plays a key role in the actual decision making methods. Hwang et ai. [18] 
classify MCDM research based upon these considerations. The ways a decision maker 
can participate in the solution process were classified as a priori, progressive and a 
posteriori articulation of preference information from the decision maker. Among 
these, the methods based on progressive articulation of preference information, some­
times known as interactive programming, are particularly well suited for the semi­
structured nature of DSS problems. The important notions used in these models are 
nondominacy, proximity to ideal points, tradeoffs, satisfaction of goal achievements, 
and range of goal levels. 
A nondominated solution means a feasible solution for which an increase in value 
of anyone criterion can be achieved only at the expense of a decrease in value of at 
least one other criterion [56, p. 70]. A number of methods are proposed for generating 
the nondominated solution set; these are the weighing method, the E-constraint method, 
and the multiobjective simplex method [56, Ch. 4]. These methods generate a set of 
nondominated solutions in steps so that the number of solutions the decision maker is 
required to compare at a given time is not very large. The decision makers can consider 
parameters not specified in the model, and use their own subjective judgment either 
to select a nondominated solution or to specify preference information for generating 
the next set of nondominated solutions. Thus an interaction with the decision maker 
is supported. 
The ideal point of objective i can be computed by maximizing j;(x), subject to 
g;(x) ~ 0 in (I). This is generally known as denoted X;."anchor value," te- by x  The 
collection of all such anchor values for i = I, ... ,n is known as the "ideal alternative" 
denoted as 
x* = (xi, ... .  ,x~).
The ideal alternative plays a prominent role in decision making. Although this is 
normally unattainable it provides a benchmark for comparison. If an ideal solution is 
found, it will be accepted with the highest level of confidence. The decision maker 
prefers the feasible solution closest to the perceived ideal. The typical methods which 
pursue the proximity to ideal points or some target points are the STEP method (STEM) 
[3], the sequential multiobjective problem-solving technique (SEMOPS) [36], the 
sequential information generator for multiple-objective problems (SIGMOP) [37], the 
method of displaced ideal solution [56, Chaps. 5 and 6], goal programming STEM 
[19], and interactive sequential goal programming (ISGP) [34]. 
When the explicit tradeoff information is given, the method proposed by Geoffrion 
[14] and interactive goal programming [3] can be used. These algorithms ask the 
decision maker to specify an overall preference function to resolve the conflict inherent 
in the given multiple criteria. The algorithm does not explicitly ask the whole preference 
function. Instead, local information about the preference function is requested to carry 
out the optimization. However, determination of the marginal rate of substitution 
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(MRS) and step size can be quite difficult for the decision maker. Chankong and 
Haimes [8], and Zionts and Wallen ius [61] try to generate the MRS rather than ask 
the decision maker to do so. 
Some of the MCDM methods represent extensions of the single-criterion optimi­
zation technique (e.g., goal programming). Other types of multicriteria decision models 
are (i) methods based on the principles of decomposition and comparative judgments, 
and (ii) multiattribute choice models. . 
The decomposition principle calls for structuring the hierarchy to capture the basic 
elements of the problem. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a multicriterion 
decision method for representing the basic elements of a problem in a hierarchic 
structure. This method calls for simple pairwise comparison judgments in order to 
develop priorities in each hierarchy. A discussion of this method follows. 
Analytic Hierarchy Process Model 
The analytic hierarchy modeling and measurement process recently developed by 
determineSaaty [43], is a method used to nn  the relative importance of a set of criteria. 
The novel aspect of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is that it structures any 
complex multicriterion problem hierarchically. 
When the hierarchy is designed to reflect likely choice-environment scenarios, ob­
jectives, and alternative product/market options, the AHP process can provide a mul­
ticriterion framework for marketers to better understand the decision process. Using 
a method for scaling [43], the relative importance weights of the elements in each 
level of the hierarchy, with respect to an element (e.g., criterion) of the next higher 
level, can be represented in a matrix of pairwise comparisons of the criteria. The 
entries of the matrix indicate the strength with which one element dominates another 
with respect to a given criterion. This scaling formulation is translated into a maximum 
eigenvalue problem. Solving this eigenvalue problem, a normalized and unique vector 
of weights for each level of the hierarchy, with respect to the criterion in the next 
level, is obtained. This may be transferred into a single composite vector of weights 
for the entire hierarchy. This vector measures the relative priority of all elements at 
the lowest level, which enables the accomplishment of the highest objective of the 
hierarchy. The relative priority weights can provide guidelines for the allocation of 
resources among the entities at the lower levels of the hierarchy. 
con istent. consistency theAHP does not require judgements to sbe By  we mean 
traditional requirement of transitivity of preferences (if Coke is preferred to Pepsi and 
Pepsi is preferred to 7-Up, then Coke must be preferred to 7-Up), but the actual 
intensity with which the preference is expressed transits through the sequence of objects 
in the comparison. For instance, if Coke is twice as preferable as Pepsi and Pepsi is 
three times as preferable as 7-Up, then Coke must be six times as preferable as 7-Up. 
This is what is referred to as cardinal consistency in the strength of preference. 
Inconsistency is a violation of proportionality, which mayor may not entail violation 
of transitivity. AHP provides an index for measuring inconsistency for each matrix of 
comparisons and for the entire hierarchy. Knowledge of inconsistencies enables one 
to determine those judgments that may need reassessment. As a realistic representation 
aCCO'Jntof the situation in preference comparisons, one may wish to cco'j  for inconsistency 
in judgments because, despite people's best efforts, their feelings and preferences 
remain inconsistent and intransitive. 
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When a group, often composed of people with different status levels, expertise and 
experience, uses AHP, the group may reach consensus on some issues after discussions 
about priorities. When they differ, their judgments can be combined after discussion 
by applying a geometric mean to these judgments. This is because the judgements 
themselves and their reciprocals must be viewed systematically [1]. The reciprocal of 
the geometric mean of a set of judgements is the geometric mean of the reciprocals. 
Thisjs not true of the arithmetic mean. Saaty [43] points out that theJ use of the 
geometric mean is a less-desirable alternative; and several factors, including individual 
involvement and their knowledge about the problem area, may affect the results. To 
[47Jobtain the best results and/or improve consistency, Saaty ] discusses some alter­
native methods. Other interesting issues, such as rank generation, preservation, and 
[46J.reversal in AHP are discussed in ]  The AHP algorithm is available in a software 
1984).product called "Expert Choice" (Decision Support Software, Inc., J  An evaluation 
of this model within the DSS framework, based on the criteria described in Section 
2, is presented in Table 1.Il  
Applications: The areas in which AHP is applied are diverse and numerous; they 
[54J, [45J,include marketing ] portfolio selection ]  and health-care problems [44]. Another. 
class of MCDM falls under the category of choice models. 
Multiattribute Choice Models 
Multiattribute choice models purport the integration of individual criteria across 
aspects (attributes) or alternative choices. A choice model is a procedure for selecting 
a product-alternative from a set consisting of a finite number of alternatives available 
to the decision maker in the marketplace. For instance, marketing decisions of selecting 
a computer or a car can be explained by a procedure that underlies the choice process. 
One can broadly classify choice models into two classes-the aspect- (attribute-) based 
models, which combine the attributes hierarchically or sequentially, and the multiat­
tribute-utility-theory-(MAUT-) based techniques, which combine the attributes into 
one functional form through a specific utility formula. 
Processing-by-Attribute (Aspect) Models. These models are based on the pro­
cessing-by-attribute principle of the threshold concept. In this process, decision alter­
natives are evaluated on attribute or aspect one at a time, and unacceptable alternatives 
desiredare eliminated hierarchically (sequentially) as they fail to meet the   threshold 
on that aspect. The aspect-based processing models that are employed to solve mar­
eiimination-by-aspect,keting problems include the lexicographic, the l  and the maxi­
mum-likelihood hierarchical method. These methods, classified as sequential (hier­
archical) elimination methods, are briefly expounded below. 
Sequential Elimination Models. Work in such areas as psychology [53], infor­
[39Jmation theory (Schroder et al. [48]), and artificial intelligence ] posit that individuals 
often use sequential decision processes. The lexicographic, the elimination-by-aspects, 
process..the conjunctive, and the disjunctive models are developed to represent this  
These models are noncompensatory in the sense that a low value on one attribute will 
not be compensated by high values on other attributes. 
In conjunctive and disjunctive models the decision maker sets up standards to be 
applied to the values on certain attributes. In a conjunctive approach which is char­
acterized by and, all the standards must be acceptable in order for the alternative to 
be acceptable. In disjunctive form, which is characterized by or, the decision maker 
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accepts any alternative which has one or more attribute values above  a particular  
standard. The lexicographic approach also falls under the class of sequential elimination 
models. It is different from conjunctive and disjunctive approaches in that attribute  
values of the alternatives are directly compared at each decision point in the sequence.  
These sequential processing techniques are nonprobabilistic in structure  and  hence,  
choice outcome is not probabilistic. A well-known context-dependent  probabilistic 
model in which the decision process is by attribute is the elimination-by-aspect (EBA)  
model proposed by Tversky [53]. 
EBA In this model each alternative  is viewed as a collection  of  aspectsThe R Model. 
that denote all valued attributes of the alternatives, including the quantitative  attributet  
(e.g., price) and the nominal attribute (e.g., fish on the menu); the choice  is described  
as a covert process of elimination [53]. The EBA characterizes the  choice  process  as 
one of random sequential elimination of multiattribute  alternatives until a single  al­
ternative remains. The selection process is a function of  only those attributes  that  are  
not common to all the alternatives. The detailed discussion of  this model can  be found 
in Tversky [53]. 
There are some marketing applications of the lexicographic  models (e.g.,  Russ  [42],  
Bettman [4]); however, practical applications of the EBA model in marketing  field 
are sparse. In the EBA model, the model builder must a priori know the critical  values  
(cutoff values) of the aspects (attributes) for each individual. The  question  of  obtaining  
this information and other data needed for practical implementation  has yet to be 
addressed. However, the recent advancements in the field have offered  new insights  
by presenting a methodology of estimating threshold values or  cutpoints  of  the attri­
butes. One such method known as the maximum-likelihood hierarchical  model  isi  
discussed here. 
Maximum Likelihood Hierarchical Model. Another class of  noncompensatory  lex­
icographic model, where the model builder does not have to know a priori  the  cutoff  
values of the attributes of the alternatives, is the maximum-likelihood  hierarchical 
(MLH) model proposed by Gensch and Svestka [13]. The MLH  model,  like  the EBA,  
is probabilistic and accommodates Tversky's'  observation that choice  behavior  is often  
inconsistent, hierarchical, and context dependent. MLH,  which generates  maximum­
(thresholdlikelihood estimators of the aggregate cutoff values   tolerances),  operates  in 
two distinct modes: (I) calibration (generating aggregate  estimates of  the threshold  
tolerances), and (2) prediction (employing the given estimates to predict  individual  
theresponses).. In fi  calibration mode,, MLH generates the aggregate  estimates  of  the  
threshold tolerances from information provided by a sample of  individuals.. In order  
tot  generatet  thet  calibratedli t  coefficients,i i t , informationi ti  obtainedt i  from each individuali i i l shouldl  
includei l  (i)i  rank order of thet  attributes,tt i t , indicatingi i ti  thet  sequence  ini  whichi  theyt  are 
considered,i , (ii)ii  a sett of self-perceivedl i  valuesl  of  thet  giveni  alternativeslt ti  withit  respectt tot  
each attribute,tt i t , and (iii)iii  thet  individual'si i i l'  actualt l choicei  or finali l preference  rankingi  of  
thet  alternatives.lt r ti . A discussioni i  of thet  decisioni i  process,r , and how thet  MLH modell 
generatesr t  aggregater t  estimatesti t  of thet  cutofft ff valuesl  of thet  criteriarit ri  (attributes)( ttri t ) isi  presentedr t  
ini  thet  appendix.i . 
The MLH Modell isi  used tot  understandr t  thet  underlyingrl i  decisioni i  processr  off individualsi i i l  
and tot  predictr i t theirt ir futuref t r  choicei  distributions.istri ti s. Whileil  thet  EBA modell ini  itsits presentr s t 
formf r  isis mostst suiteds it  forf r choicei  decisionsisi s ini  whichi  key aspectss ts (criteria)( rit ri ) arer  dichotomousi t s 
and uniquei  tot  subsetss s ts off thet  alternatives,lt r ti s, ini  thet  MLH  model,l, thet  criteriarit ri  arer  common 
Integrating Multiple Criteria Decision Making Models
tot  allll choicei  alternatives..lt ti  Though thet  MLH modell isi  a usefull counterpartt t of  thet  EBA  
procedure,, itsit use ini  thet  predictioni ti  modell withinit i  a DSS framework requiresi  highi  
stability ini  the way individuals consider preferences.. If such stability isi  not experienced,, 
the MLH model may do little better than a simple additive multiattribute  utility model  
in the prediction mode.. The areas of application include transportation studies,, in­
dustrial marketing studies [13], and consumer-behavior areas [12]. 
The sequential elimination methods presented above are built on the  notion of  
noncompensatory  behavior. An evaluation of these models in DSS framework  is pre­
sented in Table I. Another type of MCDM model is built on the multiattribute  utility 
theory (MAUT) decision paradigm. The following discussion focuses on this topic. 
Multiattribute-Utility-Theory-Based Models 
Multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) is a well-known and widely accepted approach.  
MAUT analysis developed by Keeney and Raiffa [27] and others has shown  great 
effectiveness in articulating value tradeoffs among criteria or attributes. In the analysis  
of marketing problems, the focus of marketing research is to understand and predict 
the behavior of consumers in the marketplace using the MAUT  approach. The un­
assumptions practitioners and re­derlying  and structure of the MAUT model allows  
searchers to better understand the underpinnings of market behavior. 
The e modells pacederive their mathematical function from a description s  of  choice  
outcomes,e  problem assumptions, and a decision maker's tastes onto a unidimensional  
scale of value, called utility [28]. The MAUT models can be linear or  nonlinear. Let 
us define a set I, z ,  A j , with each one quantitatively describedof alternatives as A 1> A2 . . . , j  
Zz, ... ,Zk>o each of which has subjective importancealong k criteria or attributes ZI, 2 b 
deci ion j,13; to sthe maker. For computing the utility of an alternative A j , the additive  
model takes the following form: 
k 
l3iZ;(A (2)U(A )j ) =  130 + L I ; j ), 
;= I1 
Zi(Awhere ;;(A)j means)  alternative j's score or value of attribute i. The alternative  that  
has the highest utility is preferred as the "rational" choice. The  above additive form 
is widely used in practice because of its simplicity. 
To discern the underlying market behavior of  choosing from among discrete  alter­
LINMAPnatives, commonly employed MAUT models are conjoint measurement [16], L  
[52], and Zionts method [59]. These MAUT methods are briefly discussed below. 
LlNMAP (Linear Programming Techniques for Multidimensional Analysis of Pref­
erences). The LLNMAP methodology,, proposed by Srinivasan and Schocker  [52],,I
is used to analyze individual differences in preference judgments with regard to a set 
of stimuliti li (alternatives).lt ti . In thist i  model,l, thet  stimuliti li are representedt  as pointsi t  ini  a space  
known as thet  multiattributelti tt i t  space.. ItIt assumes thatt t thet  decisioni i  maker  has an ideali l 
pointi t denotingti  a most-preferredt f  locationl ti  ini  thet  attributett i t  space.. Giveni  twot  stimuli,,ti li  an 
individuali i i l decisioni i  maker isi  presumed tot  prefer thet  stimulusti l  (alternative)lt ti  whichi  isi  
"closer"l  tot  hisi distance,i t ,ideali l point.i t. As a measure of   eitherit  thet  Euclideanli  metrict i  or  
thet  weightedi t  Euclideanli  metrict ir  (where( r  thet  dimensionsi i  arer  differentlyi tlff r  weightedi t  forf r 
differenti tff r  individuals)i i i l ) isi  normallyllr  used.. A linear-programmingli ir- r r  modell isi  used tot  estimateti t  
thet  coordinatesi tr  off his/heri / r ideali l pointi t (ini(  termst r  off thet  objectivej ti  value)l ) and thet  weightsi t  
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that reveal the relative importance of the attributes. For additional details of this model 
see Srinivasan and Shocker [52]. A computer-based program is available from Sri­
nivasan and Shocker. It is widely used in the marketing area to try to develop and 
position new product-s in terms of consumer preferences. 
Conjoint Measurement. Conjoint measurement (CM) is concerned with combining 
a set of independent variables in some functional form to predict the values of the 
dependent variable. CM starts with the consumer's overall or global judgments about 
a set of product alternatives. It then performs a rather remarkable job of decomposing 
his/her original evaluations into separate and compatible utility scales by which original 
global judgments can be reconstituted. Being able to separate overall judgments into 
psychological components in this manner can provide a manager with valuable infor­
mation about the relative importance of various attributes of a product. It also permits 
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determination of consumer part-worth utilities for different attributes and their levels. 
Understanding of such part-worths would enable the manager to decide what the basic 
features of the product offerings should be, and at what levels should these features 
be offered. 
[16], [15]Green and Wind [17], Green and Srinivasan / and Green and Rao /5J discuss 
applications of conjoint measurement to concept testing and product design, and iden­
tify the potential uses of the conjoint measurement approach. They also demonstrate 
how the conjoint measurement methodology can be integrated with other multidimen­
sional scaling techniques to help managers develop product-positioning stragegies. 
Both conjoint measurement and LINMAP are based on the utility principle of 
compensatory choice behavior, where the attributes of the alternatives are simulta­
neously combined into one functional form. In the additive form of the conjoint 
measurement a linear utility function is specified, whereas LINMAP proposes a quad­
ratic utility function. An evaluation of these models in DSS framework is presented 
in Table I. Another method, proposed by Zionts [59], assumes a linear utility function 
even though a true utility function is not estimated. This approach is explicated briefly 
below. 
Zionts' Method for Choosing from Among Discrete Alternatives. This method 
assumes that the set of available alternatives can be listed and evaluated based on 
different criteria or objectives. The method assumes that the decision maker wants to 
'inmaximize l  unspecified concave function of insatiable objectives. 
The initial step consists of maximizing a weighted sum of objectives and finding a 
preferred solution (the initial weights may be assigned arbitrarily). This preferred 
solution becomes the reference solution in the next stage of the decision process. This 
reference solution is compared to the sequence of alternatives one at a time and the 
decision maker is asked to choose the preferred solution in each pair. Based on his 
responses, a new set of weights consistent with the choices made are chosen. This set 
of weights is then used to obtain a new preferred solution (alternative) which maximizes 
the corresponding weighted sum of the objectives. This new solution is presented to 
the decision maker. If this solution is preferred to the reference solution, the new 
solution becomes the reference solution (alternative). Otherwise a different reference 
alternative is found. The process continues until no alternative is preferred over the 
current reference solution. At that point, the most preferred solution and a ranking 
based on the decision maker's responses is prepared to assist in the decision-making 
process. The algorithm identifies a small subset of preferred alternatives which should 
contain the "best" alternative. The algorithm terminates when the number of alternatives 
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remaining are very small.. The method is not restricted to situations where the underlying  
preferences are additive.iti . 
The above method has been used satisfactorily when the number of  alternatives are 
large. Several substantial improvements in the method have been made  [30]. An 
evaluation of this model in DSS framework is presented in Table 1. Finally, this section  
will conclude by discussing another important MCDM model, goal programming.  
Goal-Programming Models. Goal programming (GP) is an extension of  a math­
ematical programming model. In this method the decision maker attempts to achieve  
a "satisfactory" level of multiple objectives, rather than the best possible outcome  for 
p
a single objective (as in linear programming). 
The fundamental notion of goal programming involves incorporating all managerial 
goals into a system model formulation. In  the GP formulation, the decision maker 
specifies acceptable or desirable levels on single attribute values (this is a constraintt 
on one variable), or on combinations of  attributes (constraints on more than one 
variable), and these serve as the primary goals. In GP, instead of  attempting to 
maximize or minimize the objective function directly, as in linear  (or nonlinear) 
programming, the deviations from the desired goals are minimized. General surveys 
of goal programming are given in Charnes and Cooper [10] and Ignizio [20]. 
Interactive goal programming, on the other hand, begins with equal weights on all 
the goals. The weights are then changed to reflect the feedback of  the decision maker. 
For an interactive multiple-objective linear programming model, refer to the Zionts 
and Wallneius [61] approach. An evaluation of goal programming in DSS framework 
is presented in Table 1. _ 
In this section, different methods of dealing with multiattribute or  multiple objective  
problems are explicated. Evidence on the applicability of  single MCDM  models exists. 
However, available literature, though limited, indicates that combining these models 
Ct
multiobjectiveto solve multiattribute, multicriterion, or  problems may result in better 
performance. Some of the applications where more than one model are used are 
described next. . 
Mixed~ModelingMCDM i - odel ng Approach 
In their recent work, O'Leary'  and O'Leary'  [40] indicated how the conjoint mea­
surement approach can be integrated with goal programming to form a useful decision  
tool. This algorithmic approach allows the development of  models that reflect  a man­
ager's'  decisions and multiple goals.. Accordingly,, the approach can form the algo­
rithmic core of a DSS.. In another study which evaluates the performance  of  five 
[29Jalgorithms for multicriteria decision making,, Khairullah and Zionts J discussi  mixedi  
models.l . They compared LINMAP,, conjointj i t measurement,t, ORDREG (ordinali l regres­
sion),i , thet  mixedi  modell (LINMAP and ORDREG),, and Ziont'si t'  [61] interactivei t ti  al­l
gorithm,it , on severall criteria,it i , includingi l i  thet  computationalt ti l effortt required.i . These modelsl  
focus on evaluatingl ti  a sett of alternativeslt ti  tot  arrivei  att a preference rankingi  of  eitherit  thet  
entiretir  set,t, orr a subsett of thet  availableil l  alternatives.lt r ti . They notedt  thatt t LINMAP,I , OR­­
DREG,, MIXED,I , and conjointj i t measurementr t modelsl  performedrf r  equallyll  wellll ini  pre­r ­
dictingi ti  truetr  preferencer f r  order,r r, withit  thet  mixedi  modell havingi  a slightli t edge overr thet  
othert r models.l . Othert r researchersr r r  workingr i  ini  thet  marketingr ti  fieldfi l  have utilizedtili  mixedi  
modelsls tot  analyzel  choicei  decisionsisi s [32,[ , 41,, 42,, 55].]. 
Thisis trendtr  towardst r s mixedi  modelingli  can be supporteds rt  by thet  recentr t developmentsl ts ini  
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the area ofDSS, specifically the development ofmodel management systems. The models 
(MCDM and other models) used in the DSS are managed as an organizational resource 
by the model management system. This provides support for model representation and 
manipulation which refers to the process of automatically selecting, sequencing, and ac­
tivating the right model units (given a model-bound decision problem) from a model base. 
Model manipulation also requires the availability of information concerning the use 
of the various model units in the model base. The general approach for model man­
agement is to store expert knowledge (for selection and sequencing models) in the 
·relatedknowledge base and all  models in the model base. The knowledge base can 
serve as a front end to the model base supporting the problem exploration and con­
ceptual model building within the general decision problem handling framework. A 
comprehensive review of model-management techniques can be found in [6]. Thus 
model-management techniques can be used for combining various MCDM models and 
can also be used for integrating MCDM models with other models to provide improved 
solutions to the multicriterion problems. More work in this area is required to use this 
approach successfully in decision making. The next section describes the role of 
MCDM models within the framework of DSS. 
4. THE ROLE OF MCDM MODELS IN DSS 
As stated by Zeleny [58, p. 1] the evolving consensus of contributors to MCDM is 
to "let the human decision maker become a core around which to build our techniques, 
adapting them to his/her needs and amplifying his/her decision making powers." Letting 
the man in, via man-machine interface seems to be a process of considerable promise. 
matGhThese objectives of the MCDM c;models  very closely with the objectives of 
DSS's. The confluence of these two approaches forms a major resource which decision 
makers can use in the process of dealing with unstructured problems. 
Based on the MCDM models reviewed in the preceding section, important char­
acteristics of these models can be summarized as follows. 
1.	 	 They permit the analysis of several criteria, where the criteria may be quantifiable (e.g.,I  
price), nonquantifiable, (e.g., convenience), or also may be conflicting [24, 49, 59]. 
2.	 They allow the decision maker to evaluate criteria and alternatives by such procedures as 
weighting, ranking, or rating them. 
3.	 They permit the decision maker to whittle down a large set of alternatives to a meaningful 
size by evaluating the alternatives on various criteria. 
4.	 They can be used to find good or acceptable solutions, compromise solutions, or high­
confidence solutions. 
5.	 The modeling techniques become more realistic, more flexible, and more acceptable to 
infonnationdecision makers; they permit managers to introduce rmsubjective  during the decision 
process. 
6.	 MCDM techniques can serve as formal tools for preference surfacing, preference aggregation, 
negotiation, and mediation, both in friendly and in noncooperative decision situations [23]. 
Section 2 presented the following reference criteria to assess the effectiveness and 
performance of the DSS: (i) emphasis on semistructured and unstructured decisions, 
(ij)(ii) should provide control to decision maker, Ei  assistance in all phases of decision 
making, and (iv) ease of use. To discuss the role of MCDM models in DSS, it is 
necessary to examine whether or not the MCDM models comply with the above 
desirable features of DSS. 
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MCDM models appear in a variety of structures and forms. Some models that are 
based on multiobjective programmong techniques are highly structured, while those 
based on heuristics are applicable to ill-structured problems. However, the inherent 
capability of MCDM models allows the user to cope with ill-structured problems better 
than conventional ORJMS models. This notion of "unstructuredness" is further cor­
roborated by Moore and Chang [38] and Bonczek et ai. [5]. Thus MCDM models, 
by their very nature, seem to support the criteria that they are used to solve semi­
structured and unstructured decision problems. 
MCDM models allow consideration of a number of separate objective functions. 
This implies that usually a multitude of solutions could be recommended for formal 
analysis by the decision maker. No single mathematically optimum solution can be 
stipulated. The decision maker is required to playa major role in evaluating, comparing, 
and ranking of the resulting solutions. nondenominatedThe key concepts here are 
solutions, good or acceptable solutions, compromise solutions or high-confidence so­
lutions. Thus the modeling techniques become more realistic, more flexible, and more 
dec' ionacceptable to managers. It provides a spectrum of control for the dsi  maker and 
allows him/her to introduce subjective information during the solution process. The 
decision maker becomes an integral part of the loop of solution-process iterations. 
Thus the model supports an essential characteristic of DSS. 
The next question is, do MCDM techniques support all phases of the decision­
making process? Simon [50] characterizes the decision-making process as having three 
phases: intelligence, design, and choice. The majority of the DSS's concentrate on 
the last two phases, decision and choice. Sprague and Carlson [51] point out that little 
attention has been focused on the design phase. The MCDM models have the potential 
Buito deal with this phase. S  [7], in his recent work, noted that the design issue relies 
more en the affordability (in terms of time and money) to the user, rather than on the 
capability of the MCDM to support all phases of the decision-making process. In fact, 
he pointed out that large-scale MCDM models did cover Simon's three phases. 
The next characteristic of DSS to be considered is ease of use. There are at least two 
factors that contribute to this characteristic: the simplicity of the decision method used, 
of MCDMand the ability to interface with the user. Within the domain  techniques, some 
are sophisticated while others are easy to use. Sophisticated techniques rely on the knowl­
edge or expertise of the user, who must handle powerful programming techniques. Linear 
and nonlinear programming models come under this category. In this, the manager has 
to rely on the expertise around him. The other models, such as the linear additive models, 
pair-wise comparison methods, and Zionts' interactive approach, are easy to use. 
In the last 10 to 15 years the multiple-criteria decision-making models have gained 
increased acceptance as a useful tool for decision making [19]. Individuals and or­
ganizations have increasingly recognized the importance of considering real-world 
multiple and conflicting objectives.· There are numerous successful applications of 
these. models reported in the literature [19, 56]. Like all other modeling methods, 
MCDM models have their advantages and disadvantages. When used correctly, they 
can be a powerful tool for models, solutions, and analysis of real world problems. 
Some of the difficulties presently limiting the use of these models are the following. 
(i)	 Unavailability and/or the volume of input data required by the model. 
(ii)	 Lack of friendly and powerful user interface required by these models for presenting alter­
native solutions and collecting preference information from the decision maker. Here it 
should be pointed out that some interactive MAUT-based models, such as the weighted 
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linear additive utility of simple pairwise comparison ratios, are easy to use and learn [71. 
However,. one might question whether or not these simple models can capture the complexity 
of the decision problem. 
(iii)	 Relative unfamiliarity and unwillingness on the part of the decision maker to interact directly 
with the computer system. 
The recent surge of interest in decision-support systems and their powerful data 
bases and user-interface language capabilities may aid in the use of MCDM models. 
The authors strongly believe that MCDM models come closest to satisfying most of 
the criteria described in Section 2 for the choice of a model for DSS. Embedding 
MCDM models in a decision-support system can provide very powerful and useful 
decision-support capabilities [21, 22, 35]. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The article focuses on the multiple-criteria decision-making models and their suit­
ability in the DSS environment. Criteria in selecting the models for DSS are delineated. 
The  study has suggested that the model used should be flexible,. and provide feedback 
and a spectrum of control to the decision maker. The study also points out that MCDM 
models cannot be considered as stand-alone DSS; rather, MCDM models should be 
viewed as an integral part of DSS. It particularly advocates that the integration of 
MCDM-DSS enables a decision maker to devise high-quality solutions to what are 
often partially formulated or ill-structured problems. 
Multiple-criteria decision techniques are very relevant in the situation where the 
decision maker faces a hard choice among alternatives, in which none of them stands 
out from the others as clearly the best choice; each alternative is good on some of the 
criteria but less good on some others. Some of the currently used and recently developed 
MCDM models in the marketing area are reviewed. The  models considered are: the 
AHP, lexicographic models, the EBA, the MLH model, LlNMAP, conjoint mea­
surement, and Ziont's multicriterion approach for choosing discrete alternatives. Each 
of these models are further evaluated within the DSS framework. Following this, the 
mixed-modeling approach is discussed. It is pointed out that research on combining 
more than one MCDM model within the DSS framework is lacking. Existing research, 
though limited, reveals that the mixed-modeling approach in the DSS environment 
may perform better than single MCDM models. Finally, the role of the MCDM models 
in the DSS environment is explicated. It has been pointed out that the MCDM models 
allow consideration of the decision maker's subjective evaluation, which is often crucial 
in decision problems. It has been argued that because of their inherent characteristics 
of "letting the man in" these models can and should playa very important role in 
building decision-support systems. 
APPENDIX: 
Theoretical Basis of the MLH Model 
The MLH model is based on the notion of threshold concept. The concept of in­
dividual threshold tolerance, which is fundamental to the MLH model, is defined in 
the context of individual behavior. The threshold tolerance is assumed to be a rel­
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ative value,, related to the attribute value of the alternatives under consideration.. The 
MLH noncompensatory probabilistic model, which generates aggregate estimates  of  
these threshold tolerances, uses sequential processing of  ranked attributes, and elim­
inates the nonchosen alternatives at each stage of the process. MLH is a disaggre­
gate hierarchical model, and is distinct from current lexicographic models in that  it 
does not require the analyst to know a priori individual threshold tolerances (cutoff  
values). 
To understand how the MLH model works, let us clarify some  notations. Denote  
the ith attribute associated with the rth importance ranking of  decision maker  n as 
i(r). Furthermore define Aij as the perceived value (rating) of  alternative j, with respect  
to attribute i(r), given by the nth individual. Furthermore, associated with any given  
attribute i(r) there is a critical tolerance Tj' between the decision  maker n's  evaluation7n
of any alternative on the attribute i(r), and an acceptable standard. This quantity  Tj' 
will be considered distributed over the population. These critical tolerances,  denoted 
by T;,j , are parameters of these distributions with certain special properties. Since  the 
model is formulated (see [13]) as a concave programming problem whose solutions  
T;. If  aggre­
'/1";
are globally optimal, these solutions are precise aggregate estimators of  j • 
gation is to be affected, the information processed by two or  more individuals must 
be compatible. Hence, the standardized individual value is defined as a real number  
Cij;e i;  where j ranges over all alternatives which have not been eliminated, and i  ranges 
over the set of attributes which are arranged in the order of  importance. To explain  
more clearly, at the beginning of the choice process, an individual considers the  full 
l(n,O); l(n,O) UU={j  1,2, ...  ,J}; where  nset of alternatives denoted by J(n, where J(n, = j  

denotes the nth individual in the sample, and zero indicates that the alternative  has
 
been evaluated with respect to no attributes. After an individual implies his cut point 
 
(threshold tolerances) for the first ranked attribute to the alternatives, the set of  alter­

len,natives (which mayor may not be reduced) is denoted by J(  1). In general, after  the  
l(n,K).application of the first K ranked attributes, the set is J(n,  Thus the individual  
standardized values, which are a function of those alternatives still under consideration,  
are defined as 
[Ai:"]i;n  ­ Aii-max ; J
mE.l(n,k)! ..!( .k)e~'· (1)[Ai;"]I} max :;~,  
mE.l(n,k)! ..!( . ) 
eii [0,1],It isi  clear from the above formation C jthat ij lies in the interval , I , and that data  
from twot  or more individualsi i i l  isi  compatible.ti l . Itt may alsol  be notedt  thatt t once  thet  sett 
l(n,k) CijJ( , isi  reduced tot  a singlei l  alternative,lt ti , thet  valuesl  jjj remaini  fixed.i . 
Consideri  now thet  aspectt of thet  individual'si i i l'  sett of thresholdt l  tolerancest l  (cutt points).i t . 
Withoutit t a lossl  of generality,lit , theset  cutpointst i t  may be standardizedt i  ini  thet  manner  of  
individuali i i l values.l . The standardizedt r i  individuali i i l cutt points,i t , whichi  alsol  lieli  ini  thet  intervali t r l 
1"7'[0,1],[ , ], arer  denotedt  Tj' and arer  calledll  individuali i i l tolerances.t l r . 
1";,'iThe aggregater t  thresholdt r l  tolerances,t l r , denotedt  Tj, arer  centraltr l tendencyt  parametersr t r  off 
1"7,'theset  distributionsi tri ti  T;', withit  certainrt i  speciali l properties.r rti . MLH generatesr t  thet  estimatesti t  off 
theset  parametersr t r  whichi  arer  calledll  aggregater t  tolerances.t l r . 
Initially,I iti ll , an individuali i i l n evaluatesl t s thet  sets t off alternativeslt r ti s withit  respectr s t tot  hisis firstfirst 
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ranked attribute i. An alternative j will be eliminated if the individual's tolerance 
Tj(standard cut point) i' is less than the individual's (standardized) value for the alter­
native, with respect to that attribute. That is, alternative j will be eliminated if 
Til	 < Cjj,i'<q, (2) 
and not eliminated if 
(2a) 
Til areConsider now the definition of these sets (2), where the individual tolerances ;'
replaced by estimates of the distribution parameters Ti' The application of the parameter 
estimates to the individual data will simulate the evaluation process for a set of 
individuals, and the definition of the resulting sets of alternatives remaining. Equations 
(1)I  and (2a) indicate that the individual, having assessed the set of available alternatives, 
determines a set of tolerances associated with each attribute of the alternatives. These 
criteria for acceptance are based upon his perception of the best available alternatives. 
This premise is similar to an ideal point model in which the ideal point is a composite 
of the best available alternatives. The formulation of the MLH  model is discussed in 
[13] . 
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